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The present invention relates to an information recording medium for reproducing information by irradiation with a laser beam, and a recording/reproducing method thereof.

Recently, there is a demand for high-density optical disks, and the track pitch thereof is being narrowed while the linear density is being increased. In order to achieve a narrow track pitch, it is required to reduce interference with adjacent tracks such as cross-write. Therefore, it is important to conduct tracking control of a beam spot for recording/reproducing with good precision.

As a method for controlling a beam spot, a push-pull tracking system is frequently used. However, this system has problems involved in a shift of an optical axis and a tilt of a disk.

As a method for controlling a beam spot while reducing an error of tracking control even when fluctuations such as a shift of an optical axis occur, a sample servo tracking system is known. According to this system, tracking control is conducted based on a reproduction signal from prepit regions disposed separately on a disk. Figure 17A schematically shows a conventional configuration of a prepit region on an optical disk adopting the sample servo tracking system.

Referring to Figure 17A, in a prepit region, each clock pit 2 is disposed on a virtual track center 1. Furthermore, a pair of wobble pits 3 are disposed at positions shifted by a 1/4 track from the virtual track center 1. A pair of wobble pits 3 is composed of a first wobble pit 3a and a second wobble pit 3b disposed on different sides of the virtual track center 1. An address pit 4 is formed at a predetermined distance from the second wobble pit 3b along the virtual track center 1.

According to the sample servo tracking system, a tracking error is detected based on the amount of reflected light (reproduction signal) from a pair of wobble pits 3. Figures 17B to 17D show reproduction signals in the prepit region shown in Figure 17A. A section Tc represents a reproduction signal from the first wobble pit 3a, and a section Tw2 represents a reproduction signal from the second wobble pit 3b.

The wobble pits 3a and 3b are shifted in opposite directions at the same distance from the virtual track center 1. Therefore, in the case where a beam spot for recording/reproducing passes along the virtual track center 1, a decreased amount V1 of the reflected light in the section Tw1 is equal to a decreased amount V2 of the reflected light in the section Tw2, as shown in Figure 17B. In the case where a beam spot is shifted to the first wobble pit 3a side, the decreased amount V1 of the reflected light in the section Tw1 is increased, whereas the decreased amount V2 of the reflected light in the section Tw2 is decreased, as shown in Figure 17C. On the other hand, in the case where a beam spot is shifted to the second wobble pit 3b side, the decreased amount V1 of the reflected light in the section Tw1 is decreased, whereas the decreased amount V2 of the reflected light in the section Tw2 is increased, as shown in Figure 17D.

As described above, when a beam spot is shifted from the virtual track center 1, a difference is caused between the decreased amounts V1 and V2 of reflected light. According to the sample servo tracking system, by detecting the difference (tracking control signal) between the decreased amounts V1 and V2 of reflected light, tracking control is conducted. According to the sample servo tracking system, all the reflected light from a disk is used, so that tracking control is unlikely to be influenced by a shift of a lens, a tilt of a disk, and the like, which decreases a residual error in tracking control.

Furthermore, in a conventional optical disk, the reproduction resolution of a signal is determined substantially by a wavelength λ of the reproduction light and a numerical aperture (NA) of an objective lens, and a pit period of a detection limit is essentially λ/(2/NA). However, it is not easy to shorten a wavelength of reproduction light or increase a numerical aperture of an objective lens. Therefore, various attempts have been proposed for increasing recording density of information by modifying a recording medium and a reproduction method. For example, JP 6(1992)-301219 A discloses a method for increasing recording density in the above-mentioned sample servo tracking system. According to this method, wobble pits are shared by adjacent tracks. This method can double tracking density, compared with a conventional method.

Furthermore, in a conventional optical disk, the reproduction resolution of a signal is determined by a wavelength of reproduction light or increase a numerical aperture of an objective lens, using a DWDD method. According to the DWDD method, magnetic domain walls move successively by irradiation with a light beam for reproduction, and the movement of the magnetic domain walls is detected. According to this technique, when a reproduction layer that is a first magnetic layer, in which magnetic domain walls move upon being irradiated with a light beam for reproduction, is separated magnetically between respective information tracks, a particularly satisfactory reproduction signal is obtained.

As a method for magnetically cutting off a magnetic layer between information tracks, there is a method for conducting laser annealing between information tracks. However, it takes much time to conduct laser annealing. In order to solve this problem, a method for forming grooves and lands on an optical disk, and separating a magnetic domain wall moving layer by the lands is proposed (see JP 11(1999)-120636 A). Furthermore, in an optical disk using both grooves and lands as recording tracks, a method also is proposed for separating a magnetic domain wall moving layer by using a tilt of an inclined surface of the lands and grooves (see JP 11(1999)-120636 A).

However, in the case where information is re-
corded/reproduced with respect to a high-density optical disk in accordance with the conventional sample servo tracking system, sufficient tracking accuracy is not ensured. This makes it difficult to realize a high-density optical disk. The problem regarding tracking accuracy becomes particularly serious in the case of an optical disk conducting recording/reproducing in accordance with the DWDD method described in the prior art. This is because the DWDD method allows recording/reproducing to be conducted beyond the limit of a resolution of an optical beam. In a conventional optical disk that does not adopt the DWDD method, the optical resolution controls the recording density. Therefore, when a track pitch is narrowed, reproduction cannot be performed due to crosstalk from an adjacent track. In order to avoid this crosstalk, it is required to increase a track pitch to about 0.67 times of $\lambda/NA$. However, according to the DWDD method, recording/reproducing can be performed even when a track pitch is narrowed to about 0.49 times of $\lambda/NA$. Therefore, tracking accuracy that is much higher than that of a conventional optical disk is required to go along with the enhancement of track density by narrowing a track pitch.

There are the following two problems for achieving such high tracking accuracy in the sample servo tracking system:

1. Due to a tilt of an optical disk, a tracking error occurs, decreasing the tracking accuracy.
2. An amplitude of a tracking control signal is varied between an inner periphery and an outer periphery of a disk, decreasing the tracking accuracy.

The first problem will be described. In tracking control in accordance with the push-pull tracking system used in a conventional optical disk, a DC offset occurs in a tracking control signal by a tilt of a disk and a shift of a lens, and this error decreases tracking accuracy. In contrast, according to the sample servo tracking system, a DC offset is not generated in a tracking control signal due to a tilt of a disk, a shift of a lens, and the like. Therefore, it has been considered in the prior art that the advantage of the sample servo tracking system lies in that a tracking control signal is not fluctuated due to a tilt of a disk, a shift of a lens, and the like. However, in the sample servo tracking system, a tracking error that does not occur in a DC offset of a tracking control signal occurs due to a tilt of a disk, which decreases the tracking accuracy. This phenomenon becomes conspicuous in an optical disk that shares wobble pits between adjacent tracks, as disclosed in JP 4(1992)-301219 A:

Figure 18A shows a sample servo tracking system in the case where wobble pits are not shared between adjacent tracks, and Figure 18B shows a sample servo tracking system in the case where wobble pits are shared between adjacent tracks. In an information recording medium in Figure 18B, the virtual track center 1 includes virtual track centers 1a and 1b having different polarities of reproduction signals from wobble pits. Compared with Figure 18A, it is understood in Figure 18B that the wobble pits of adjacent tracks are close to a light beam 5 to cause large interference. Thus, when track density is increased, the interference of wobble pits between adjacent tracks is increased. As a result, a tracking error occurs in the case where a tilt of a disk occurs, which decreases the tracking accuracy. Similarly, the interference of pits before and after wobble pits also causes a tracking error.

As an example, Figure 19 shows a reproduction signal in the case where an interval between the clock pit 2 and the first wobble pit 3a is insufficient. In this case, the decrease in the amount $V1'$ of reflected light in the section $Tw1$ is increased due to the influence of the clock pit 2. Thus, even in the case where a beam spot scans the virtual track center 1, a tracking control signal ($V1'$ $V2$) does not become 0, and exact tracking control cannot be conducted.

Next, the second problem will be described in which an amplitude of a tracking control signal is varied between an inner periphery and an outer periphery of a disk, and the tracking accuracy is decreased.

Figures 20A to 20C show how a reproduction signal is changed due to the length of a prepit. In the case where a prepit is too short, an amplitude of a signal is too small to conduct tracking control, as shown in Figure 20A. As a prepit becomes longer, an amplitude of a signal is increased as shown in Figure 20B. When a prepit becomes longer compared with the state shown in Figure 20B, an amplitude is decreased slightly to form a flat portion, as shown in Figure 20C.

When an amplitude of a reproduction signal from the wobble pits is changed depending upon the position on a disk, an amplitude of a tracking control signal is varied depending upon the position on a disk, which decreases the reliability of tracking control. In order to avoid this problem, a method is proposed for prescribing a wobble pit to be longer than a spot diameter to form a flat portion in a reproduction signal, and using a signal of this portion to obtain a stable tracking control signal (see JP 5(1993)-73929 A). However, if a wobble pit is made longer, the prepit region becomes longer, so that linear density is decreased.

Thus, in order to achieve high density in an optical disk adopting the sample servo tracking system, the size of a prepit in a prepit region and the interval between prepits are important.

In particular, according to the DWDD method, data is recorded onto a recording track cut off magnetically from an adjacent track, and a gradient of a heat distribution is used to conduct enlargement reproduction. Therefore, when tracking offset occurs during recording and reproduction, reproduction characteristics are degraded remarkably to cause an error. In order to conduct reproduction without an error, it is required to suppress a tracking error within $\pm 0.04 \mu m$. In an optical disk that is a medium to be replaced, it is very difficult to suppress

...
The present invention provides an information recording medium for reproducing and recording density can be increased. In the information recording medium, the flat portions are present on the surface of the substrate before and after the wobble pits along the virtual track center, and a length M (μm) of the flat portion along the virtual track center and the spot diameter D (μm) satisfy a relationship: 0.65 ≤ P/λ. According to this configuration, even when a tangential tilt occurs, tracking control can be conducted with reliability. Therefore, for example, information can be reproduced by using the DWDD method that is likely to be influenced by a residual error of tracking control, and the linear density can be enhanced.

In the information recording medium, the flat portions are present on the surface of the substrate before and after the wobble pits along the virtual track center, and a length M (μm) of the flat portion along the virtual track center and the spot diameter D (μm) satisfy a relationship: 0.65 ≤ P/λ. According to this configuration, even when a tangential tilt occurs, tracking control can be conducted with reliability. Therefore, for example, information can be reproduced by using the DWDD method that is likely to be influenced by a residual error of tracking control, and the linear density can be enhanced.

In the information recording medium, one of the pair of wobble pits may be shared by two prepit regions that are adjacent in a radius direction of the substrate. In the information recording medium, the prepit region may be divided into a plurality of zones that are arranged repeatedly in accordance with a distance from a center of the substrate, the pair of wobble pits may be composed of a first wobble pit that has two possible arrangements and a second wobble pit that has two possible arrangements, and the plurality of zones may have different combinations of the arrangement of the first wobble pit and the arrangement of the second wobble pit. According to this configuration, by detecting the position of a wobble pit, the radial movement direction of a laser beam spot can be detected.

In the information recording medium, grooves may be formed in portions corresponding to the data regions in the substrate. According to this configuration, a tracking system can be adopted in which recording tracks are cut off magnetically as in the DWDD method. Therefore, a linear density can be enhanced.

In the information recording medium, the recording layer may include a first magnetic layer, a second magnetic layer, and a third magnetic layer disposed in this order from an incident side of the laser beam, a Curie temperature of the first magnetic layer and a Curie temperature of the third magnetic layer may be higher than a Curie temperature of the second magnetic layer, and the recording layer may be cut off magnetically between adjacent tracks. According to this configuration, informa-
tion can be reproduced by the DWDD method.

[0033] In the information recording medium, the lengths of the prepit regions along the virtual track center may be constant.

[0034] In the information recording medium, a distance between each center of the pair of wobble pits and an end of the prepit region may be represented by an integral multiple of \( T/N \), where \( T \) is a length of the prepit region along the virtual track center and \( N \) is an integer of 5 or more. Herein, the end of a prepit region refers to the end of a prepit region on the side a laser beam spot enters during reproduction. According to this configuration, it easily can be determined to which pattern a portion through which a light spot passes belongs.

[0035] Furthermore, the present invention provides a method for recording/reproducing information as claimed in claim 8. The method comprises irradiating an information recording medium with a laser beam condensed by an objective lens with a numerical aperture NA, wherein the information recording medium includes a disk-shaped substrate and a recording layer disposed on the substrate, a plurality of prepit regions and a plurality of data regions are disposed alternately along spiral or concentric virtual track centers on a surface of the substrate, each prepit region includes a pair of wobble pits for tracking servo, and a length \( L \) (\( \mu m \)) of the wobble pit along the virtual track center, a wavelength \( \lambda \) (\( \mu m \)) of the laser beam, and the NA satisfy a relationship: 0.3 \( \leq \frac{L \cdot NA}{\lambda} \leq 0.65 \).

[0036] Furthermore, the length \( M \) (\( \mu m \)) of the flat portion along the virtual track center, a wavelength \( \lambda \) (\( \mu m \)) of the laser beam, and the NA satisfy a relationship: 0.65 \( \leq \frac{M \cdot NA}{\lambda} \).

Figures 1A and 1B are plan views schematically showing an exemplary configuration of an information recording medium of the present invention, and Figure 1C is a cross-sectional view schematically showing a reproduction state.

Figure 2 is a plan view schematically showing a configuration of the information recording medium shown in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C.

Figure 3 schematically shows a configuration of segments of the information recording medium shown in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C.

Figure 4 schematically shows a configuration of a prepit region of the information recording medium shown in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C.

Figure 5 is a graph showing a relationship between a length of a wobble pit and an amplitude of a tracking control signal.

Figure 6 is a diagram showing an exemplary waveform of a reproduction signal in the case where the length of a prepit is 0.32 times or 0.63 times a spot diameter.

Figure 7 is a graph showing a relationship between a length of a flat portion and a normalized tracking error.

Figure 8 schematically shows a configuration of a prepit region of the information recording medium shown in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C.

Figure 9 is a view showing an exemplary reproduction signal of a prepit of the information recording medium shown in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C.

Figures 10A and 10B are plan views schematically showing another exemplary configuration of the information recording medium of the present invention, and Figure 10C is a cross-sectional view schematically showing a reproduction state.

Figure 11 schematically shows a configuration of segments of the information recording medium shown in Figures 10A, 10B, and 10C.

Figure 12 is a diagram showing positions of wobble pits and clock pits in the information recording medium shown in Figures 10A, 10B, and 10C.

Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view of the information recording medium shown in Figures 10A, 10B, and 10C.

Figures 14A to 14D schematically show another exemplary configuration of segments in the information recording medium of the present invention.

Figure 15 schematically shows another exemplary configuration of segments in the information recording medium.

Figure 16 schematically shows an exemplary recording/reproducing apparatus used in a recording/reproducing method of the present invention.

Figures 17A to 17D schematically show a relationship between the arrangement of prepits and reproduction signals in a conventional information recording medium.

Figure 18A schematically shows an example of a relationship between prepits and a laser beam spot in the conventional information recording medium, and Figure 18B schematically shows another example thereof.

Figure 19 shows an exemplary reproduction signal in the conventional information recording medium.

Figures 20A to 20C show other exemplary reproduction signals in the conventional information recording medium.

[0037] Hereinafter, the present invention will be described by way of illustrative embodiments with reference to the drawings.

**Embodiment 1**

[0038] In Embodiment 1, a first information recording medium of the present invention will be described. The information recording medium of Embodiment 1 is irradiated with a laser beam condensed by an objective lens with a numerical aperture NA, whereby information is reproduced (or recorded). The information recording medium is provided with a disk-shaped substrate. On the surface of the substrate, a plurality of prepit regions and
data regions are disposed alternately along spiral or concentric virtual track centers. The prepit region includes a pair of wobble pits for tracking servo. A length L (μm) of a wobble pit along the virtual track center and a spot diameter D (μm) of a laser beam along the virtual track center satisfy a relationship: 0.3 ≤ (L/D) ≤ 0.65. Particularly, it is preferable that L and D satisfy a relationship: 0.4 ≤ (L/D) ≤ 0.55. If the length of a wobble pit is within this range, even if the length of a wobble pit is varied, variations in an amplitude of a tracking control signal can be suppressed within several %. At this time, even if the width of a wobble pit has variations in a range of 0.4 times to 0.55 times a spot diameter, the amplitude of a tracking control signal hardly is influenced.

[0039] Herein, the virtual track center refers to a virtual line through which a spot of a laser beam radiated for recording/reproducing information is to pass during recording/reproducing of information. Wobble pits for tracking control and data regions are formed along the virtual track center.

[0040] Furthermore, a prepit refers to a convex portion or a concave portion previously formed on a substrate before and after the wobble pits along the virtual track center. Herein, the flat portion refers to a region where prebits and pre-grooves (i.e., those previously formed on the substrate) are not formed. More specifically, the flat portion refers to a region where unevenness is not formed on the substrate. The length M (μm) of the flat portion along the virtual track center and a spot diameter D (μm) of a laser beam along the virtual track center satisfy a relationship: 0.65 ≤ (M/D). More specifically, the length M (μm), the wavelength λ (μm), and the numerical aperture NA satisfy a relationship: 0.65 ≤ M · NA/λ.

[0045] The information recording medium of Embodiment 1 includes a recording layer disposed on the substrate. In the data region, information is recorded onto the recording layer. As the recording layer, a layer made of a magnetic substance in which information is recorded in magnetic domains can be used. As a method for recording information, for example, an optical pulse magnetic field modulation system can be used that conducts recording by modulating a magnetic field while irradiating a laser beam in a pulse manner.

[0046] The information recording medium of Embodiment 1 allows tracking control to be conducted with reliability and high-density recording to be achieved, as described later in the examples.

Embodiment 2

[0047] In Embodiment 2, a recording/reproducing method of the present invention will be described. According to the recording/reproducing method of the present invention, the information recording medium of Embodiment 1 is irradiated with a laser beam condensed by an objective lens with a numerical aperture NA, where-by recording/reproducing is conducted.

[0048] As a recording/reproducing apparatus used in the recording/reproducing method of the present invention, a general recording/reproducing apparatus can be used.

[0049] According to the recording/reproducing method of the present invention, a length L (μm) of a wobble pit along a virtual track center, a wavelength λ (μm) of a laser beam, and a numerical aperture NA of an objective lens satisfy a relationship: 0.3 ≤ L · NA/λ ≤ 0.65, preferably 0.4 ≤ L · NA/λ ≤ 0.55. According to the recording/reproducing method of the present invention, a length M (μm) of the above-mentioned flat portion, a wavelength λ (μm) of a laser beam, and a numerical aperture NA of an objective lens satisfy a relationship: 0.65 ≤ M · NA/λ.

[0050] Hereinafter, the present invention will be described in detail by way of illustrative examples.

Example 1

[0051] In Example 1, an example of an information recording medium of the present invention will be described. Figure 1A shows a plan view of an information recording medium 10 of Example 1. The information recording medium 10 is a magnetooptical disk of a sample servo tracking system. The information recording medi-
um 10 has a disk shape with a diameter of about 50 mm, and is provided with a through-hole 100 at the center. A recording region 101 is formed in a range of a radius of 11 mm to 25 mm on the information recording medium 10. A virtual track center 102 is disposed in a spiral shape on the information recording medium 10. A plurality of radially disposed prepit regions 110 and a plurality of radially disposed data regions 120 are placed alternately. In one track, 1280 prepit regions 110 and 1280 data regions 120 are disposed.

As shown in Figure 1C, the information recording medium 10 is irradiated with a laser beam 301 having a wavelength $\lambda$ (\(\mu m\)) condensed by an objective lens 300 with a numerical aperture NA, whereby recording/reproducing is conducted.

As shown in Figure 2, the recording region 101 of the information recording medium 10 is divided into a plurality of zones in the radius direction. The information recording medium 10 adopts a Zoned Constant Linear Velocity (ZCLV) system in which recording/reproducing is conducted at a substantially constant linear velocity in the entire recording region 101 by switching a rotation angular velocity on a zone basis.

Figure 3 is a partially enlarged view showing a configuration of segments 130 of the information recording medium 10. Referring to Figure 3, each segment 130 includes the prepit region 110 and the data region 120. More specifically, the information recording medium 10 includes 1280 segments per track. The data region 120 is used for recording user data.

Figure 4 schematically shows a configuration of the prepit region 110. In the prepit region 110, prepits 111 are formed. The prepits 111 include a clock pit 112, a pair of wobble pits 113, and an address pit 114 in this order from the leading end (i.e., the side a spot of a laser beam passes first during recording/reproducing of information). The width (length in the radius direction) of each prepit 111 is 0.4 \(\mu m\). A spot LS of a laser beam passes in a direction represented by an arrow in Figure 4. Furthermore, flat portions 11p (see Figure 8) are formed before and after the wobble pits 113a and 113b along the virtual track center 102. In the flat portions 11p, the prepits 111 are not formed.

The clock pit 112 is used for generating a synchronizing clock signal, and disposed on the virtual track center 102.

A pair of wobble pits 113 include a wobble pit 113a and a wobble pit 113b. The wobble pits 113a and 113b are disposed at positions shifted from the virtual track center 102 by a 1/2 track pitch. One of wobble pits 113 is shared by the wobble pits of the adjacent tracks.

Therefore, in the information recording medium 10, a track 103a and a track 103b having different polarities of tracking control signals are disposed alternately in the radius direction.

[0058] The address pit 114 is used for generating a signal regarding positional information. One address pit 114 is provided per segment 130. Eighty address pits 114 form one address information. More specifically, 16 (1280/80) pieces of address information are recorded per track in the information recording medium 10.

In the information recording medium 10, a length L (\(\mu m\)) of the wobble pit 113 along the virtual track center 102 and a spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) of a laser beam to be radiated during reproduction of information along the virtual track center 102 satisfy a relationship: $0.3 \leq \frac{L}{D} \leq 0.65$. In the case where the spot diameter D is about 1.1 \(\mu m\), the length L is, for example, 0.4 \(\mu m\).

For reference, Figure 5 shows simulation results regarding changes in the amplitude of a tracking control signal when the length L of a prepit is changed. Herein, it is assumed that an optical system used for reproduction includes a semiconductor laser with a wavelength $\lambda$ of 0.65 \(\mu m\) and a lens with a numerical aperture NA of 0.6. Thus, the spot diameter D of a laser beam condensed onto the information recording medium 10 adopts a Zoned Constant Linear Velocity (ZCLV) system in which recording/reproducing is conducted.

It is understood from Figure 5 that an amplitude of a tracking control signal can be made substantially constant by prescribing the length L (\(\mu m\)) of a wobble pit to be in a range of about 0.3 times to about 0.65 times the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)). More specifically, when the length L (\(\mu m\)) and the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) satisfy a relationship: $0.3 \leq \frac{L}{D} \leq 0.65$, tracking control can be conducted with reliability. Furthermore, by prescribing the length L (\(\mu m\)) to be 0.65 times or less the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)), high-density recording can be conducted.

Figure 6 shows waveforms of reproduction signals when a length L' (\(\mu m\)) of a prepit along the virtual track center is 0.32 times (solid line in Figure 6) or 0.63 times (broken line in Figure 6) the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) along the virtual track center. A peak Pc represents a reproduction signal of the clock pit 112, a peak Pwa represents a reproduction signal of the wobble pit 113a, and a peak Pwb represents a reproduction signal of the wobble pit 113b. In both the case of L' = 0.32 D and the case of L' = 0.63 D, a flat portion is not present in a reproduction waveform of a prepit. Thus, in this case, the central position of a prepit easily can be detected by using a differential signal of a reproduction signal or a tangential push-pull signal. An output of PLL can be synchronized with the center of the clock pit 112 based on information at the central position of a prepit. Furthermore, as described in Example 2, by detecting the positions of the wobble pits 113a and 113b, the moving direction of a laser beam.
can be detected.

[0063] Next, the flat portions 11p (see Figure 8) formed before and after the wobble pits along the virtual track center 102 will be described. In the information recording medium 10, a length M (\(\mu m\)) of the flat portion along the virtual track center 102 and a spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) of a laser beam along the virtual track center 102 satisfy a relationship: \(0.65 \leq (M/D)\). In the case where the spot diameter is about 1.1 \(\mu m\), the length M is, for example, 0.88 \(\mu m\).

[0064] For reference, Figure 7 shows simulation results regarding a relationship between the length M and the normalized tracking error. Herein, it is assumed that an optical system used for reproduction of information is the same as that in the simulation in Figure 5. A normalized tracking error (% on the vertical axis) represents a value calculated by (tracking error/track pitch) \(\times 100\). Furthermore, the horizontal axis represents a normalized value by \((\lambda/NA)\), i.e., the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)). More specifically, a value on the horizontal axis represents an \((M/D)\) value. For example, the state where the value on the horizontal axis is 1 represents that the length M of the flat portion is 1.1 \(\mu m\), and the length M is, for example, 0.88 \(\mu m\). Herein, it is assumed that a laser beam (wavelength: \(0.9 \mu m\)) is condensed by a lens with a numerical aperture NA of 0.65 to conduct cutting. It also is assumed that the length of a prepit in the outermost track (radius: 25 mm) becomes \((0.4/25) = 0.025\) (spot diameter of laser beam) from the center of the master.

[0065] In order to reproduce information with reliability, it is required to decrease a normalized tracking error even in the case where a tangential tilt occurs. Particularly, in the case of using a recording layer for conducting reproduction by Domain Wall Displacement Detection Method (hereinafter, which may be referred to as a "DWDD method"), recording/reproducing characteristics during a tracking error are not satisfactory, so that it is required to further decrease a normalized tracking error. More specifically, in the case where a tangential tilt of 5 mrad occurs, it is preferable that a normalized tracking error is 1% or less of a track pitch. Thus, it is understood from Figure 7 that it is preferable to prescribe the length M of a flat portion to be 0.85 times or more the spot diameter D. More specifically, when the length M (\(\mu m\)) and the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) satisfy a relationship: \(0.65 \leq (M/D)\), tracking control can be conducted reliably.

[0066] Next, a configuration of the information recording medium 10 will be described. Figure 8 shows a partial cross-sectional view of the information recording medium 10 along the virtual track center 102.

[0067] Referring to Figure 8, the information recording medium 10 includes a disk-shaped substrate 11 (hatching is omitted), and a dielectric layer 12, a magnetic layer 13, a dielectric layer 14, and an overcoat layer 15 stacked in this order on the substrate 11. In the prepit region 110, concave portions to be the clock pit 112, the wobble pits 113, and the address pits 114 are formed. Portions where prepits are not formed along the virtual track center 102 correspond to the flat portions 11p. A laser beam for recording/reproducing is radiated from the substrate 11 side.

[0068] The substrate 11 can be made of, for example, polycarbonate resin, polyolefin resin, or the like. The dielectric layers 12 and 14 can be made of, for example, a nitride such as SiN and AlN, an oxide such as SiO\(_2\) and Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), or a chalcogen type material such as ZnS and ZnTe. The magnetic layer 13 can be made of, for example, a multi-layered film composed of a combination of TbFeCo and TbFeCoCr, or TbFeCo, TbFe, and Gd-FeCo. UV-curable resin such as epoxy type UV-curable resin and urethane type UV-curable resin are examples that can be used for the overcoat layer 15.

[0069] Next, an exemplary method for producing the information recording medium 10 will be described with reference to Figure 8. First, the substrate 11 is formed by injection forming using a stamper, a 2P method (photopolymer method), or the like. Then, the dielectric layer 12, the magnetic layer 13, and the dielectric layer 14 are formed successively. These layers can be formed by sputtering or vapor deposition. Thereafter, the overcoat layer 15 is formed. The overcoat layer 15 can be formed by coating the dielectric layer 14 with UV-curable resin by spin coating and curing the UV-curable resin by irradiation with UV-light.

[0070] Next, a method for producing a master stamper for forming the pits on the substrate will be described. The master is formed by coating a glass substrate with a photosist, exposing a part of the photosist to light by irradiation with a laser beam (cutting), and removing the irradiated portion. More specifically, the master is rotated at a constant rotation number, and irradiated with a laser beam while the laser beam is moved from an inner side to an outer side, whereby cutting is conducted.

[0071] Herein, in the case where unevenness corresponding to the prepits 111 is formed by cutting with a laser beam driven at a constant current modulated with the same pulse width irrespective of the position of the master, the length of a prepit becomes larger in accordance with the distance from the center of the master for the following reason. The rotation angular velocity of the master is constant, so that the relative movement speed of the master with respect to a laser beam is increased with distance from the center of the master.

[0072] Herein, it is assumed that a laser beam (wavelength: 0.35 \(\mu m\)) driven at a constant driving pulse width is condensed by a lens with a numerical aperture NA of 0.9 to conduct cutting. It also is assumed that the spot diameter of a laser beam for reproducing a signal is 1.1 \(\mu m\). It also is assumed that the length of a prepit in the innermost track (radius: 11 mm) is equal to a spot diameter of a laser beam used for cutting. In this case, the length of a prepit in the innermost track (radius: 11 mm) becomes 0.35/0.9 = 0.4 (\(\mu m\)) > 0.3 \(\times\) (spot diameter of a laser beam for reproducing a signal). On the other hand, the length of a prepit in the outermost track (radius: 25 mm) becomes \((0.4/11) \times 25 = 0.9 (\mu m) > 0.65 \times\) (spot diameter of a laser beam for reproducing a signal). Thus, when the rotation angular velocity of the master and the driving pulse width of a laser beam are prescribed to be...
constant, it becomes difficult to achieve the relationship between the length $L$ (μm) of a prepit and the spot diameter $D$ (μm) of a laser beam for reproducing a signal determined in the present invention, i.e., $0.3 \leq (L/M) \leq 0.65$.

[0073] When the master of the information recording medium 10 is produced, the driving pulse width of a laser beam used for cutting is changed on the basis of 1000 tracks. More specifically, a disk is partitioned into sections on the basis of 1000 tracks, and the length of a prepit in the innermost track in the section is prescribed to be 0.4 μm. In the same section, cutting is conducted at the same driving pulse width. A driving pulse width of a laser beam is set to be shorter successively in sections on the outer side, whereby cutting is conducted. Because of this, in each section, the length of a prepit in the innermost track always becomes 0.4 μm. In each section, the length of a prepit of the outermost track becomes slightly longer than 0.4 μm. However, the width of each section is only 600 μm (1000 tracks), so that the length of a prepit can be set to be 0.43 μm or less. Figure 9 shows examples of a reproduction signal of a prepit with a length of 0.4 μm, and a reproduction signal of a prepit with a length of 0.43 μm. The reproduction signal (represented by a broken line in Figure 9) of a prepit with a length of 0.43 μm has a decrease peak of the amount of reflected light wider than that of a reproduction signal (represented by a solid line in Figure 9) with a length of 0.4 μm. However, with either prepit, the reproduction signal takes a local minimum value at the central portion of a prepit, and a slope of the signal is changed largely before and after the central portion. Therefore, in the information recording medium of Example 1, the central position of a prepit easily can be detected.

[0074] A nickel film is formed on the surface of the master thus produced to obtain a stamper. The substrate 11 can be formed by a 2P method or injection forming, using the stamper.

Example 2

[0075] In Example 2, another example of the information recording medium of the present invention will be described. In an information recording medium 20 of Example 2, grooves (pre-grooves) corresponding to data regions of a substrate are formed. In the information recording medium 20, recording information is reproduced by the DWDD method. Furthermore, in the information recording medium 20, wobble pits are patterned on the basis of 20 tracks, and a moving direction of an optical head can be detected by detecting the wobble pits.

[0076] Figure 10A is a plan view of the information recording medium 20 of Example 2. The information recording medium 20 is a magnetooptical disk of a sample servo tracking system. The information recording medium 20 has a disk shape with a diameter of about 50 mm, and is provided with a through-hole 200 at the center. A recording region 201 is formed in a range of a radius of 11 mm to 25 mm on the information recording medium 20. A virtual track center 202 is disposed in a spiral shape in the recording region 201. A track pitch (distance between the virtual track centers 202 adjacent in the radius direction) is 0.54 μm. Figure 10B shows arrangement of prepit regions and data regions of the information recording medium 20. A plurality of radially disposed prepit regions 210 and a plurality of radially disposed data regions 220 are placed alternately. In one track, 1280 prepit regions 210 and 1280 data regions 220 are provided.

[0077] As shown in Figure 10B, the information recording medium 20 of Example 2 is characterized in that the lengths of the prepit regions 210 are the same in a disk, compared with the information recording medium of Example 1. In Example 1, the prepit regions 210 become wider toward the outer peripheral side of the disk. In contrast, in the information recording medium 20, the prepit regions 210 have the same length, and in all the regions of the disk, the length of wobble pits and the interval between wobble pits are the same in the prepit region 210. Therefore, in the information recording medium 20, a more uniform tracking control signal can be generated in the disk, and tracking control with higher precision can be conducted, compared with the information recording medium 10. Furthermore, the substrate of the information recording medium 10 is a flat plate, whereas pre-grooves are formed in the data region 220 in the information recording medium 20.

[0078] As shown in Figure 10C, the information recording medium 20 is irradiated with a laser beam 301 with a wavelength $\lambda$ (μm) condensed by an objective lens 300 with a numerical aperture NA, whereby recording/reproducing is conducted.

[0079] In the same way as in the information recording medium 10, the recording region 201 of the information recording medium 20 is divided into a plurality of zones in the radius direction (see Figure 10). The information recording medium 20 adopts a ZCLV system in which recording/reproducing is conducted at a substantially constant linear velocity in the entire recording region 201 by switching a rotation angular velocity on a zone basis.

[0080] Figure 11 is a partially enlarged view showing a configuration of segments 230 of the information recording medium 20. Referring to Figure 11, each segment 230 includes the prepit region 210 and the data region 220. More specifically, the information recording medium 20 includes 1280 segments per track. The data region 220 is used for recording user data.

[0081] In the prepit region 210, prepits 211 are formed. The prepits 211 include a pair of wobble pits 213 and an address pit 214 in this order from the leading end (i.e., the side a spot of a laser beam passes first during recording/reproducing of information). The width (length in the radius direction) of each prepit 211 is 0.4 μm. Furthermore, flat portions are formed before and after the prepits 211 along the virtual track center 202.

[0082] The address pit 214 is a prepit similar to the address pit 114 described in Example 1.
In the information recording medium 20, a length L (\(\mu m\)) of the wobble pit 213 along the virtual track center and a spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) of a laser beam radiated during reproduction of information satisfy a relationship: \(0.3 \leq \frac{L}{D} \leq 0.65\). In the case where the spot diameter D is about 1.1 \(\mu m\), the length L is, for example, 0.4 \(\mu m\).

Furthermore, in the information recording medium 20, a length M (\(\mu m\)) of the flat portion along the virtual track center 202 and the spot diameter D (\(\mu m\)) of a laser beam along the virtual track center 202 satisfy a relationship: \(0.65 \leq \frac{M}{D}\). In the case where the spot diameter is about 1.1 \(\mu m\), the length M is, for example, 0.88 \(\mu m\).

In the information recording medium 20, a clock pit is not formed in the prepit region 210. A synchronizing clock signal is generated by detecting an edge of the pregrooves 221 formed in the data region 220.

A pair of wobble pits 213 include a wobble pit 213a (hereinafter, which may be referred to as a "first wobble pit 213a") and a wobble pit 213b (hereinafter, which may be referred to as a "second wobble pit 213b") in this order from the leading end. The wobble pits 213a and 213b are disposed at positions shifted from the virtual track center 102 by a 1/2 track pitch. One of a pair of wobble pits 213 is shared by the prepit regions 210 that are adjacent in the radius direction. Therefore, in the information recording medium 20, a track 203a and a track 203b having different polarities of tracking control signals are disposed alternately in the radius direction.

In the information recording medium 20, the wobble pits 213 are patterned. More specifically, the first wobble pit 213a is disposed at a first position P1a relatively close to the pre-groove 221 or at a second position relatively distant from the pre-groove 221. The second wobble pit 213b is disposed at a first position P2a relatively close to the pre-groove 221 or at a second position P2b relatively distant from the pre-groove 221. Thus, the wobble pits 213 have four arrangement patterns: A pattern (P1a, P2b), B pattern (P1b, P2b), C pattern (P1b, P2a), and D pattern (P1a, P2a), depending upon the arrangement of the first wobble pit 213a and the second wobble pit 213b. These patterns can be identified by generating timing signals corresponding to P1a, P1b, P2a, and P2b from the synchronizing clock signal, and sampling reproduction signals using the timing signals.

Figure 12 schematically shows a relationship between the wobble pits 213 and the address pits 214, and the length of the prepit region 210. As shown in Figure 12, in each pattern (A pattern, B pattern, C pattern, and D pattern), each wobble pit 213, and each address pit 214 are disposed so that each central position in a track direction is positioned on a partition obtained by partitioning the prepit region 210 into a plurality of regions with the same length. More specifically, the wobble pit 213 and the address pit 214 are disposed so that the distance between the center of a pit and the end of the prepit region 210 becomes an integral multiple of T/N (T is a length of the prepit region 210, and N is an integer of 5 or more). In an example shown in Figure 12, the distance between the center of the wobble pit 213 and the address pit 214, and the end of the prepit region 210 is an integral multiple of T/14. More specifically, the distance between the center of the first wobble pit 213a and the end of the prepit region 210 is 3T/14 or 4T/14, and the distance between the center of the second wobble pit 213b and the end of the prepit region 210 is 7T/14 or 8T/14. Furthermore, the distance between the center of the address pit 214 and the end of the prepit region 210 is 11T/14. The arrangement shown in Figure 12 is shown for illustrative purpose, and the present invention is not limited thereto.

In the case where the wobble pits 213 are arranged as shown in Figure 12, and the length L of the wobble pit 213 satisfies \(0.3 \leq \frac{L}{D} \leq 0.65\), a signal amplitude is convex downwardly, and has a minimum at the center of the wobble pit. Therefore, by comparing the position obtained by dividing the length of the prepit region 210 by an integer N (14 in Example 2) with a minimum position of a signal, it easily can be determined to which pattern a portion through which a light spot passes belongs.

In the information recording medium 20, A pattern, B pattern, C pattern, and D pattern are repeatedly arranged on the basis of 20 tracks from the inner peripheral side in the recording region 201. More specifically, A pattern (20 tracks), B pattern (20 tracks), C pattern (20 tracks), D pattern (20 tracks), A pattern (20 tracks), B pattern (20 tracks) ... are repeated in this order from the inner peripheral side.

Thus, in the information recording medium 20, a pair of wobble pits 213 consists of a first wobble pit 213a having two types of arrangement, and a second wobble pit 213b having two types of arrangement. Furthermore, the prepit region 210 is divided into a plurality of zones arranged repeatedly in accordance with a distance from the center of the substrate 21. A plurality of zones have different combinations of the arrangement of the first wobble pits 213a and the arrangement of the second wobble pits 213b. In the information recording medium 20, because of such arrangement, the moving direction of a beam spot easily can be detected during recording/reproducing of information. For example, if it is found that a beam spot moves from A pattern to B pattern by detecting a signal from the wobble pit 213, it can be determined that the beam spot has moved from an inner peripheral side to an outer peripheral side.

Next, the data region 220 will be described. In the data region 220, a pre-groove 221 is formed along the virtual track center 202. Figure 13 is a partially enlarged cross-sectional view of the data region 220 in the radius direction.

Referring to Figure 13, the information recording medium 20 includes a substrate 21, and a dielectric layer 22, a reproduction layer (first magnetic layer) 23,
an intermediate layer (second magnetic layer) 24, a magnetic recording layer (third magnetic layer) 25, a dielectric layer 26, and an overcoat layer 27 stacked on the substrate 21 in this order. The reproduction layer 23, the intermediate layer 24, and the magnetic recording layer 25 form the recording layer 30 of the information recording medium 20. More specifically, the recording layer of the information recording medium 20 includes a first magnetic layer, a second magnetic layer, and a third magnetic layer disposed in this order from a laser beam incident side. The Curie temperature of the first magnetic layer and that of the third magnetic layer are higher than that of the second magnetic layer.

[0094] The substrate 21 is made of the same material as that of the substrate 11. In the data region 220, pre-grooves 221 are formed on each virtual track center 202. The pre-grooves 221 are formed as linear concave portions on the substrate 21. Flat lands 222 are formed between adjacent pre-grooves 221.

[0095] The dielectric layer 22 may be made of SiN and have a thickness of 80 nm. The reproduction layer 23 may be made of GdFeCoCr and have a thickness of 30 nm. The intermediate layer 24 may be made of TbDyFe and have a thickness of 10 nm. The magnetic recording layer 25 may be made of TbFeCo and have a thickness of 50 nm. The dielectric layer 26 may be made of SiN and have a thickness of 80 nm. The reproduction layer 23 has a compensating composition temperature of 150°C and a Curie temperature of 270°C. The intermediate layer 24 has a Curie temperature of 150°C, and a rare-earth metal composition always becomes predominant at a Curie temperature or lower. The magnetic recording layer 25 has a compensating composition temperature of 80°C and a Curie temperature of 290°C. These layers can be formed by sputtering (e.g., DC magnetron sputtering, reactive sputtering, etc.). These layers can have a desired composition ratio by varying the sputtering conditions and targets.

[0096] The overcoat layer 27 may be made of epoxy-acrylate resin and have a thickness of 6 μm. The overcoat layer 27 may be formed by coating the dielectric layer 26 with resin by spin coating, and irradiating the resin with UV-light to cure it.

[0097] In the information recording medium 20, adjacent tracks are cut off magnetically in the recording layer 30 of the data region 220. This is because a film to adhere to a side surface of a groove is very thin, and a side surface of a groove and a bottom surface of a groove are different from each other in magnetic characteristics. Thus, in the information recording medium 20, information can be reproduced by the DWDD method. Hereinafter, reproduction in accordance with the DWDD method will be described with reference to Figures 14A to 14D.

[0098] Figure 14A schematically shows a state of the data region 220 under the condition that a laser beam is not radiated. An information signal is recorded onto the magnetic recording layer 25 as magnetization information. When a laser beam is not radiated, the magnetic recording layer 25, the intermediate layer 24, and the reproduction layer 23 are exchange-coupled, so that magnetization information of the magnetic recording layer 25 is transferred to the intermediate layer 24 and the reproduction layer 23.

[0099] Figure 14B schematically shows a state of the data region 220 when a laser beam is radiated. A laser beam moves relatively in the direction represented by an arrow with respect to the information recording medium 20. When a laser beam is radiated and the temperature of each layer is increased, a portion 24p (represented by a shaded area in the figure) is formed in a part of the intermediate layer 24, where the temperature reaches a Curie temperature or higher. In the portion 24p, exchange-coupling between the magnetic recording layer 25 and the reproduction layer 23 moves due to the gradient of magnetic domain wall energy density dependent upon the temperature. Therefore, an enlarged magnetic domain 23a is present in the reproduction layer 23 positioned on the portion 24p. The information in the magnetic domain 25a of the magnetic recording layer 25 is transferred to the magnetic domain 23a via the magnetic domain 24a positioned forward of the portion 24p (a moving direction of a laser beam relative to the substrate 21 is assumed to be a forward direction, which is represented by an arrow in Figure 14B).

[0100] When a laser beam moves forward from the state in Figure 14B, the temperature of the magnetic domain 24a is increased to become a portion 24p, as shown in Figure 14C. At this time, a magnetic domain wall of the magnetic domain 23b on the magnetic domain 24b positioned forward of the portion 24p moves. As shown in Figure 14D, an enlarged magnetic domain 23b is formed. The information of the magnetic domain 25b is transferred to the enlarged magnetic domain 23b via the intermediate layer 24.

[0101] As described above, according to the DWDD method, information recorded in a recording mark is enlarged and transferred to the reproduction layer. Thus, the DWDD method allows a recording mark smaller than a spot diameter of a laser beam to be reproduced. In the information recording medium 20, recording is conducted by optical pulse magnetic field modulation recording, and reproduction is conducted by the DWDD method, whereby information with a particularly high density can be recorded/reproduced.

[0102] The arrangement of patterns, and the number of tracks included in one pattern are not limited to the above, and another configuration may be used.

[0103] In Example 2, the information recording medium has been described in which the pre-grooves 221 are formed in each track in the data region 220. Another configuration may be used. For example, the pre-grooves 221 may be formed on every other tracks in the data region 220. Regarding such an information recording medium 20a, Figure 15 schematically shows a configuration of the prepit region 210 and the data region 220a. The
information recording medium 20a is different from the information recording medium 20 only in that the pre-grooves 221 are formed on every other track in the data region 220a. Therefore, the description will not be repeated here.

As shown in Figure 15, in the data region 220a, the pre-grooves 221 are formed on every other track. Lands 222 also are formed on every other track. More specifically, data is recorded on the pre-grooves 221 in the track 203a, and data is recorded on the lands 222 in the track 203b. In the information recording medium 20a, adjacent tracks are cut off magnetically because of the difference in step between the pre-grooves 221 and the lands 222. Therefore, information can be reproduced in accordance with the DWDD method.

Example 3

In Example 3, an exemplary recording/reproducing apparatus used in the recording/reproducing method of the present invention will be described.

Figure 16 schematically shows a configuration of a recording/reproducing apparatus 400 of Example 3. The recording/reproducing apparatus 400 records/reproduces information with respect to a recording medium 401 according to the present invention.

The recording/reproducing apparatus 400 may include a motor 402, an optical pickup 403, a differential and additional amplifier 404, a focus signal generating circuit 405, a PLL 406, a tracking control signal detection circuit 407, a control circuit 408, a laser driving circuit 409, a data decoder 410, a data encoder 411, a magnetic head driving circuit 412, and a magnetic head 413.

The motor 402 is controlled by the control circuit 408 and rotates the recording medium 401. The optical pickup 403 is controlled by the control circuit 408 and outputs signals with respect to a recording medium 401 according to the present invention.

The recording/reproducing apparatus 400 may include a motor 402, an optical pickup 403, a differential and additional amplifier 404, a focus signal generating circuit 405, a PLL 406, a tracking control signal detection circuit 407, a control circuit 408, a laser driving circuit 409, a data decoder 410, a data encoder 411, a magnetic head driving circuit 412, and a magnetic head 413.

The motor 402 is controlled by the control circuit 408 and rotates the recording medium 401. The optical pickup 403 is controlled by the control circuit 408 and records/reproduces data with respect to the recording medium 401. The optical pickup 403 outputs signals regarding a P-polarized light component and an S-polarized light component to the differential and additional amplifier 404. The optical pickup 403 includes a semiconductor laser emitting a laser beam with a wavelength λ, and an objective lens with a numerical aperture NA. The differential and additional amplifier 404 conducts addition and differentiation of two signals input from the optical pickup 403, and outputs an addition signal (pit signal) and a differential signal (MO signal). The focus signal generating circuit 405 generates a signal for focus control. The PLL 406 extracts a clock signal from the addition signal input from the differential and additional amplifier 404, and generates a clock signal for recording/reproducing. The tracking control signal detection circuit 407 detects the amplitudes of a pair of wobble pits based on the input addition signal and clock signal, and generates a tracking control signal by calculating the difference between the two amplitudes. The control circuit 408 controls focusing, tracking, and the motor 402. The laser driving circuit 409 controls a laser power during recording and reproduction, and modulates a pulse of a laser. The data decoder 410 decodes reproduced data based on the input differential signal. The data encoder 411 encodes recorded data. The magnetic head driving circuit 412 drives the magnetic head 413 for recording of data. The magnetic head 413 generates a magnetic field in accordance with data for recording.

The recording/reproducing method of the present invention can be performed by using the recording/reproducing apparatus 400.

The present invention has been described by way of illustrative embodiments. However, the present invention is not limited to the above-mentioned embodiments, and is applicable to another embodiment based on the technical idea of the present invention.

In the above example, a magnetooptical disk adopting the sample servo tracking system is exemplified. However, an information recording medium of another system different from the sample servo tracking system may be used. For example, the present invention can be used in a disk of a tracking system provided with guide grooves and wobble pits, in which tracking is conducted using the guide grooves in accordance with the push-pull system, and a tracking control error is corrected using a wobble pit reproduction signal.

In Example 2, the case has been described in which wobble pits have two arrangements. However, the information recording medium of the present invention is not limited thereto, and wobble pits may have two or more arrangements.

The invention may be embodied in other forms without departing from the essential characteristics thereof as defined in the appended claims. The embodiments disclosed in this application are to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not limiting. The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description.

As described above, according to the present invention, an information recording medium can be obtained in which tracking control can be conducted with reliability and high-density recording of information can be conducted.

Furthermore, according to the recording/reproducing method of the present invention, information can be recorded onto an information recording medium with high density, and the information recorded with high density can be reproduced from the information recording medium.

Claims

1. An information recording medium for reproducing information by irradiation with a laser beam (301) condensed by an objective lens (300) with a numerical aperture NA, comprising:

   a disk-shaped substrate (11), a recording layer
(13) disposed on the substrate (11), and a plurality of prepit regions (110) and a plurality of data regions (120) disposed alternately along spiral or concentric virtual track centers (102) on a surface of the substrate (11), wherein each prepit region (110) includes a pair of wobble pits (113) for tracking servo, and flat portions are present on the surface of the substrate (11) before and after the wobble pits (113) along the virtual track center (102), characterised in that a length L (µm) of the wobble pit (113) along the virtual track center (102), a wavelength λ (µm) of the wobble pit (113), a wavelength λ (µm) of the flat portion along the virtual track center (102), the wavelength λ (µm), and the numerical aperture NA satisfy a relationship of 0.3 ≤ L·NA/λ, ≤ 0.65, and a length M (µm) of the flat portion along the virtual track center (102), the wavelength λ (µm), and the numerical aperture NA satisfy a relationship of 0.65 ≤ M·NA/λ.

2. An information recording medium according to claim 1, wherein one of the pair of wobble pits (113) is shared by two prepit regions that are adjacent in a radius direction of the substrate (11).

3. An information recording medium according to claim 1, wherein the prepit region (110) is divided into a plurality of zones that are arranged repeatedly in accordance with a distance from a center of the substrate (11), the pair of wobble pits (113) are composed of a first wobble pit (113a) that has two possible arrangements and a second wobble pit (113b) that has two possible arrangements, and the plurality of zones have different combinations of the arrangement of the first wobble pit and the arrangement of the second wobble pit.

4. An information recording medium according to claim 1, wherein grooves are formed in portions corresponding to the data regions (120) in the substrate (11).

5. An information recording medium according to claim 1, wherein the recording layer (30) includes a first magnetic layer (23), a second magnetic layer (24), and a third magnetic layer (25) disposed in this order from an incident side of the laser beam (301), a Curie temperature of the first magnetic layer and a Curie temperature of the third magnetic layer are higher than a Curie temperature of the second magnetic layer, and the recording layer is cut off magnetically between adjacent tracks.

6. An information recording medium according to claim 1, wherein lengths of the prepit regions (110) along the virtual track center (102) are constant.

7. An information recording medium according to claim 6, wherein a distance between each center of the pair of wobble pits (113) and an end of the prepit region (110) is represented by an integral multiple of T/N, where T is a length of the prepit region along the virtual track center and N is an integer of 5 or more.

8. A recording/reproducing method for recording/reproducing information, comprising: rotating an information recording medium according to claim 1, and irradiating said information recording medium with a laser beam (301) condensed by an objective lens (300) with a numerical aperture NA.

Patentansprüche

1. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium zum Wiedergeben von Informationen durch Bestrahlung mit einem Laserstrahl (301), der durch eine Objektivlinse (300) verdichtet ist, mit einer numerischen Apertur NA, das aufweist:

   ein scheinbarförmiges Substrat (11), eine Aufzeichnungsschicht (30), die auf dem Substrat (11) angeordnet ist, und eine Mehrzahl von Bereichen (110) mit Vorabtiefen (prepit) und einer Mehrzahl von Datenbereichen (120), die abwechselnd entlang spiralförmiger oder zentraler virtueller Spurmitte bzw. -zentren (102) auf einer Oberfläche des Substrats (11) angeordnet sind,

   wobei jeder Bereich (110) mit Vorabtiefen ein Paar von Wobbelvertiefungen (113) zum Nachverfolgen eines Servo (tracking servo) umfasst, und flache Abschnitte auf der Oberfläche des Substrats (11) vor und nach bzw. hinter den Wobbelvertiefungen (113) vorliegen, entlang der virtuellen Spurmitte (102),

   dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Länge L (µm) der Wobbelvertiefung (113) entlang der virtuellen Spurmitte (102), eine Wellenlänge λ (µm) des Laserstrahls (301) und die numerische Apertur NA ein Verhältnis von 0,3 ≤ L·NA/λ ≤ 0,65 erfüllen, und eine Länge M (µm) des flachen Abschnitts entlang der virtuellen Spurmitte (102), die Wellenlänge λ (µm) und die numerische Apertur NA ein Verhältnis von 0,65 ≤ M·NA/λ erfüllen.

2. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium nach Anspruch 1, bei dem eine des Paars von Wobbelvertiefungen (113) von zwei Bereichen mit Vorabtiefung ge-
nutzt wird, die in einer Radiusrichtung des Substrats (11) benachbart sind.

3. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Bereich (110) mit Vorabvertiefungen in eine Mehrzahl von Zonen unterteilt ist, die wiederholt in Übereinstimmung mit einem Abstand von einer Mitte des Substrats (11) angeordnet sind, das Paar an Wobbelvertiefungen (113) aus einer ersten Wobbelvertiefung (113a) besteht, die zwei mögliche Anordnungen hat, und aus einer zweiten Wobbelvertiefung (113b), die zwei mögliche Anordnungen hat, und die Mehrzahl von Zonen verschiedene Kombinationen der Anordnung der ersten Wobbelvertiefung und die Anordnung der zweiten Wobbelvertiefung hat.

4. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Nuten in Abschnitten entsprechend den Datenbereichen (120) in dem Substrat (11) gebildet sind.

5. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium nach Anspruch 4, bei dem die Aufzeichnungsschicht (30) eine erste magnetische Schicht (23), eine zweite magnetische Schicht (24) und eine dritte magnetische Schicht (25) umfasst, die in dieser Reihenfolge von einer einzellenden Seite des Laserstrahls (101) angeordnet sind, eine Curie-Temperatur der ersten magnetischen Schicht und eine Curie-Temperatur der dritten magnetischen Schicht höher als eine Curie-Temperatur der zweiten magnetischen Schicht sind, und die Aufzeichnungsschicht magnetisch zwischen benachbarten Spuren abgeschnitten ist.

6. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Längen der Bereiche (110) mit Vorabvertiefungen entlang der virtuellen Spurmitte (102) konstant sind.


8. Aufzeichnungs/Wiedergabeverfahren zum Aufzeichnen bzw. Wiedergeben von Informationen mit folgenden Schritten:

Drehen eines Informationsaufzeichnungsmediums nach Anspruch 1 und Bestrahlen des Informationsaufzeichnungsmediums mit einem Laserstrahl (301), der durch eine Objektivlinse (300) verdichtet wird, mit einer numerischen Aperatur NA.

Reivendications

1. Support d’enregistrement d’informations destiné à la reproduction d’informations par l’irradiation à l’aide d’un faisceau laser (301) condensé par une lentille de focalisation (300) avec une ouverture numérique NA, comprenant:

un substrat (11) sous forme de disque, une couche d’enregistrement (13) disposée sur le substrat (11), et une pluralité de régions de pré-créux (110) et une pluralité de régions de données (120) disposées de manière alternée le long de centres (102) de pistes virtuels concentriques ou en spirale sur une surface du substrat (11), où chaque région de pré-créux (110) inclut une paire de creux d’oscillation (113) pour l’asservissement du suivi, et des parties plates sont présentes sur la surface du substrat (11) avant et après les creux d’oscillation (113) le long du centre de piste virtuel (102), caractérisé en ce qu’une longueur L (µm) du creux d’oscillation (113) le long du centre de piste virtuel (102), une longueur d’onde λ (µm) du faisceau laser (301), et l’ouverture numérique NA se conforment à la relation 0,3 ≤ λ NA/λ ≤ 0,65, et une longueur M (µm) de la partie plate le long du centre de piste virtuel (102), la longueur d’onde λ (µm), et l’ouverture numérique NA se conforment à la relation 0,65 ≤ M NA/λ.

2. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’un de la paire de creux d’oscillation (113) est partagé par deux régions de pré-créux qui sont adjacentes dans une direction de rayon du substrat (11).

3. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la région de pré-créux (110) est divisée en une pluralité de zones qui sont agencées de manière répétitive en conformité avec une distance à partir d’un centre du substrat (11), la paire de creux d’oscillation (113) sont composés d’un premier creux d’oscillation (113a) qui dispose de deux agencements potentiels et d’un deuxième creux d’oscillation (113b) qui dispose de deux agencements potentiels, et la pluralité de zones ont des combinaisons différentes de l’agencement du premier creux d’oscillation et l’agencement du deuxième creux d’oscillation.

4. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 1, dans lequel des rainures sont formées dans des parties correspondant aux régions de don-
nées (120) dans le substrat (11).

5. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la couche d’enregistrement (30) inclut une première couche magnétique (23), une deuxième couche magnétique (24), et une troisième couche magnétique (25) disposées selon cet ordre à partir d’un côté incident du faisceau laser (301), une température de Curie de la première couche magnétique et une température de Curie de la troisième couche magnétique sont supérieures à une température de Curie de la deuxième couche magnétique, et la couche d’enregistrement est magnétiquement interrompue entre pistes adjacentes.

6. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 1, dans lequel des longueurs des régions de pré-creux (110) le long du centre de piste virtuel (102) sont constantes.

7. Support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 6, dans lequel une distance entre chaque centre de la paire de creux d’oscillation (113) et une extrémité de la région de pré-creux (110) est représentée par un multiple intégral de T/N, où T est une longueur de la région de pré-creux le long du centre de piste virtuel et N est un entier supérieur ou égal à 5.

8. Procédé d’enregistrement/de reproduction pour enregistrer/reproduire des informations, comprenant:

mettre en rotation un support d’enregistrement d’informations selon la revendication 1, et irradier ledit support d’enregistrement d’informations à l’aide d’un faisceau laser (301) condensé par le biais d’une lentille de focalisation (300) avec une ouverture numérique NA.
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